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COMPOSITE SHINGLE BEACH PROFILE
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Figure i-i Beach nomenclature. A: The beach in profile; 
B: Composite sand beach; C: Composite shingle beach.
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Location (a) and structure (b) of study beach; Llanrhystyd 
Gravel Beach, Dyfed, West Vales.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Some Jurassic and Cret­ 
aceous rocks were deposited 
but were removed by de­ 
nudation during Tertiary 
times.
Gap representing a long 
period of denudation.
FIGURE 19.—TABLE OF STRATA, SHOWING
GAPS IN THE ROCK SEQUENCE IN SOUTH WALES
FIGURE 2.4 Reproduced from NORTH, P.J. "The Evolution of the 
























































































































































































FIGURES 2.8 A-E, 2.9 A-P and 2,10 A-E
These show the analogue records of H3 
(the significant wave height, or the 
mean of the highest third of waves) 
for wave-rider buoys A, B and C. 
This information is taken from the 
Hydraulics Research Station's 
"Severn Estuary Wave Climate Study" 
published in DoE Reports EX 887, 
EX 914, EX 933 and EX 994.
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Recording ceased on January 13 th






























Variation of H3 with time - Site A
FIGURE 2.8 C
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Variation of R 3 with time- Site B
FIGURE 2.9
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April 1960 - March 1979

















FIGURE 2.12 WIND ROSE FOR MEAN HOURLY WIND SPEEDS FOR CARDIFF, WALES' AIRPORT 
(Reproduced from HRS Report EX 914)
0° true
April 1978 - March 1979 









WIND ROSE FOR MEAN HOURLY WIND SPEED FOR CARDIFF, WALES' AIRPORT 







April 1979 - March 1980














1 knot = 0-51 m/s
FIGURE 2.14 WIND ROSE FOR MEAN HOURLY WIND SPEED FOR CARDIFF, WALES' AIRPORT 













Expectation value of maximum R 3 in M years
FIGURE 2.15 (Reproduced from HRS Report EX 994)
Synoptic chart September 28 1978 l&OOhrs









Synoptic chart January 5 1979 OOOOhrs






































FIGURE 3.1 ZINGG'S (1935) PARTICLE SHAPE DIAGRAM 
(Lower case letters a, b and c refer 
to the three orthogonal particle axes, 
whereas upper case letters B, D, R and 
S refer to the four principal shapes: 
Blades, Discs, Rods and Spheres)
NOTE: Curves indicating the location of Krumbein's (1941) 
Sphericity Index (0,3 to 0.9) are superimposed.
FIGURE 3.2 SNEED AND FOLK'S (1958) PARTICLE SHAPE 
DIAGRAM
(The letters L (long), I (intermediate) 
and S (short) refer to the three 
particle axes A, B and C respectively. 
The diagram breaks down into 10 shape 
categories divided by the dotted lines. 
C = compact, P = platy, B = blady, 
E = elongate, and V = very)
NOTE: The curved lines indicate the position of Dobkins 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 7. — A comparison of various roundness mea­ 
surements. Values are given for the dimensions of the 
hypothetical grain sketched here, shown as if lying on 
its maximum projection plane with the short axis 
vertical to the paper. L: Long axis of the grain, here 
66 mm. 7: Intermediate axis of the grain, here 45 mm, 
D{, diameter of the largest inscribed circle, here 40 
mm. Dc, Dk diameter of curvature of corners. Dk, di­ 
ameter of curvature of the sharpest corner, here 5 mm. 
Roundness according to several authorities would be 
as follows:
Wentworth (1919), — , 
L
here — = .08 
66
Wadell (1932), *' c)/M ,




Cailleux (1947), —. here — = .08
L 66
Kuenen (1956), — , here — - .11/ 45
Dk 5This paper, /?»•« — . here — = . 125
l-f | T^ /





















































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 4.2 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FOUR PARAMETERS 























Profile of Gileston Beach on 1/3/78 at Dump Point
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Regression Lines Fitted for C Axis Distribution Observed on the 5th Survey
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FIGURE 4.10
Expected and Observed Frequencies 


























































































Ultimate Fate of Tracev Material
FIGURE 4.12 MODEL SHOWING THE PROPOSED SELECTIVE SORTING 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































v> Convex + berm
MJ Linear
r> Linear + berm
A Concave









Comprehensive presentation of beach-profile data as a multiple function of three selected param­ 
eters, i.e., beach width, sediment storage, and configuration.
FIGURE 5.5 DIVISION OF PROFILES 3Y CONFIGURATION FROM SONU AND VAN SEEK (1971)
o > a u e o U 'o I a
































































































































Nash Sand Bank 
0 1km
I Cliffs
FIGURE 5.7 LOCATION OF CROSS-SECTIONS 1 - 4 ON NASH BEACH








FIGURE 5.8 LOCATION OF CROSS-SECTIONS 1 - 4 ON GILESTON BEACH
Geometrical Recalculation







?IGUBE 5.10 STANDARDISED FORMAT THROUGH WHICH CLASSIFICATION WAS MADE
(Example is of a Linear, Upper Benn (.LUB) configuration. 































































































FIGURE 5.12 AVERAGE PROFILES COMPUTED USING ALL STANDARDISED PROFILES 
FOR EACH CONFIGURATION CATEGORY (Vertical bars indicate 
one standard deviation either side of the mean profile 
every 1m down-beach. An idealised model for each 
configuration is inset. Abreviations CCKB, CCTJB etc. 






















































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 5.14 INTEGRALS PLOTTED FOR 12 CONFIGURATION GROUPINGS
(Each dot represents the integral value between 
0 and 1 for each profile, and a + indicates 
the mean position for a configuration group. 
The numbers 1 to 10 are equivalent to the letters 
A to J in Figure 5*12, whereas 11 and 12 refer 
to all concave and linear profiles regardless 
of profile position, respectively - see section 5.5)


















FIGURE 5.16 RESULTS OF MAM-WHITNEY U TEST ON CONFIGURATION GROUP INTEGRALS
(Abreviations CCNB, CCUB etc. refer to configuration types 
indicated in the key to Table 5.2. A black circle indicates 
a significant difference between two populations of integrals 
at p* 0.001. A white circle indicates p.5 0.01. Key results 
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Breaker Steepness (Hu/gT2
The relationship between breaker type and beach profile type as a function of breaker steepness and shoaling slope 
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0-08 0-10
Amended relationship between breaker steepness and beach slope for discrimination of beach profile type based on
Llanrhystyd data
FIGURE 5.18 ORFORD'S (1977) BREAKER STEEPNESS BOUNDARIES
(The fine dashed lines represent Galvin 1 s 
surge—plunge and plunge-spill boundaries. 
The shaded zones I and II indicate the 
estimated lower and upper Bs boundaries 
on the basis of empirical observations 
of step and bar profiles at Llanrhystyd.)
FIGDBES 5.19A-S, 5.20A-D. 5.21A-F and %22A-F
These show profiles obtained for each of the 
20 cross-sections (Table 5.1) plotted in a 
three-dimensional format. As such, each 
diagram represents a time-lapse record of the 
morphological changes observed along each 
cross-section. The time interval between each 
profile in Figures 5.19A-D and 5.20A-D is one 
spring-neap-spring tidal cycle (circa 14 days), 
whereas in Figures 5.21A-F and 5.22A-F this 
































































































































































































FIGURES 5.23A-Q and 5.24A-N
These represent three-dimensional 
reconstructions of the actual 
beach face surveyed on Gileston 
and Nash beaches respectively. 
Each "block diagram shows the 
morphology of all six 'temporary' 





































































FIGUBES 3.25A-J, 3.26A-J, 5.27A-J and 5.28A-J
These four blocks of ten diagrams show
matrices drawn to identify patterns in
the systematic occurrence of the 10 types
of profile configuration (see Key to Table 5.2),
Each block relates to the four periods
of monitoring indicated in Table 5«1.
A black circle has been used to record the
occurrence of a particular configuration
on a particular cross-section on a
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FIGURES 6.3A-D, 6.4A-D, 6.5A-D. 6.6A-D. 6.7A-D, 6.8A-D, 6.9A-D. 6.10A-D
THE LOCATION OF SAMPLING POINTS ON EACH CROSS-SECTION
Each block of four diagrams (A-D) shows each consecutive 
profile for a particular cross-section. The beach and 
cross-section is indicated by each profile, together 
with the date of survey. Those sampling points of the 
standard sampling routine (Pig: 3«6) which fell on the 
beach face are indicated on each profile. All samples 

















































































FIGURES 6.11, 6.12. 6.13. 6,14. 6,13* 6,16. 6.17, 6.18
THE DISTHIBUTION OF SAMPLING POUCTS
Sampling positions are indicated on 
the lefthand sides of these diagrams. 
Each frequency graph represents the 
distribution of samples for each 
position. The number of samples 
gathered from each position is 







































FIGURES 6.19AA-QB SHAPE-FREQUENCY CURVES
These have been constructed according to the 
procedure outlined in section 6.2.3 of the 
text. The following information is contained 
on each diagram: The sample size is indicated 
at the top. The size parameter chosen to 
represent particle size (in cm) is indicated 
on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis 
is marked in percent. The area between the 
horizontal axis and the first curve represents 
the proportion of blades under the size- 
frequency curve for the whole sample. The area 
between the first curve and the second represents 
the proportion of discs. That between the second 
and third curves represents the proportion of 
rods, while that between the third and fourth 
curves represents the proportion of spheres. 
REMEMBER: This is in alphabetic order upwards 
to ease identification.
The sample itself can be identified from the 
code used on the righthand side of each 
diagram: St or Gr indicates standard or grid 
sampling, respectively. G or N signifies the 
beach. The next box down indicates the cross- 
section number from which the samples were 
taken. That below indicates the sampling point 
(Fig: 3«6) from which the samples were taken. 
The last box indicates (where appropriate) 
from what morphological position the samples 
were taken. For an explanation of 1. the 
abreviations used see section 6.8.1, 2. the 
types of line used see Fig: 6.24.
N.B. Data from which these diagrams were 
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FIGURES 6.20AA-LJ SHAPE-PERCEHT CURVES
These have been constructed according to the 
procedure outlined in section 6.2.3 of the 
text. The following information is contained 
on each diagram: The size parameter chosen to 
represent particle size (in cm) is-indicated 
on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is 
not labelled but runs in all cases from 0-100%. 
The area between the horizontal axis and the 
first curve represents the proportion of blades. 
The area between the first curve and the second 
represents the proportion of disc's. That between 
the second and third curves represents the 
proportion of rods, while that between the third 
and fourth curves represents the proportion of 
spheres. REMEMBER: This is in alphabetic order 
to ease identification.
The sample itself can be identified from the 
code used on the righthand side of each 
diagram: St or Gr indicates standard or grid 
sampling (Sm). G or ;N signifies the beach (Be). 
The next box down indicates the cross-section 
(Pr) number from which the samples were taken. 
That below indicates the sampling point (Po) 
from which the samples were taken. The last 
box indicates (where appropriate) what 
morphological position (Mo) the samples were 
taken from. For an explanation of 1. the 
abreviations used see section 6.8.1, 2. the 
types of line used see Pig: 6.24.
N.B. Data from which these diagrams were 
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FIGURES 6.21AA-LJ MAXIMUM PROJECTION SPHERICITY (MPS) CURVES
These have been constructed according to the 
procedure outlined in section 6.2.3 of the 
text. The following information is contained 
on each diagram: The sample size is indicated 
at the top. The size parameter chosen to 
represent particle size (in cm) is indicated 
on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is 
not labelled but runs in all cases from 0-1 
(the higher values indicating increasing 
sphericity). The line illustrates how MPS 
changes as particle size increases.
The sample itself can be identified from the 
code used on the righthand side of each 
diagram: St or Gr indicates standard or grid 
sampling (Sm). G or N signifies the beach (Be). 
The next box down indicates the cross-section 
(Pr) number from which the samples were taken. 
That below indicates the sampling point (Po) 
from which the samples were taken. The last 
box indicates (where appropriate) what 
morphological position (Mo) the samples were 
taken from. For an explanation of 1. the 
abreviations used see section 6.8.1, 2. the 
types of line used see Pig: 6.24. 
N.B. Data from which these diagrams were 
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A-axis 100cm A - axis 100cm
PIGUHES 6.22AA-LJ OBLATE-PROLATE INDEX (OPl) CURVES
These have been constructed according to the 
procedure outlined in section 6.2.3 of "the 
text. The following information is contained 
on each diagram: The sample size is indicated 
at the top. The size parameter chosen to 
represent particle size (in cm) is indicated 
on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is 
not labelled but runs in all cases from -10.0 
(oblate) at the origin, to +10.0 (prolate). 
The line illustrates how OPI changes as 
particle size increases.
The sample itself can be identified from the 
code used on the righthand side of each 
diagram: St or Gr indicates standard or grid 
sampling (Sm). G or N signifies the beach (Be), 
The next box down indicates the cross-section 
(Pr) number from which the samples were taken. 
That below indicates the sampling point (Po) 
from which the samples were taken. The last 
box indicates (where appropriate) what 
morphological position (Mo) the samples were 
taken from. For an explanation of 1. the 
abreviations used see section 6.8.1, 2. the 
types of line used see Pig: 6,24. 
N.B. Data from which these diagrams were 
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FIGURES 6.23AA-KC PARTICLE SURFACE SOUNDNESS CURVES
These have been constructed according to the 
procedure outlined in section 6.2,3 of the 
text. The following information is contained 
on each diagram: The sample size is indicated 
at the top. The size parameter chosen to 
represent particle size (in cm) is indicated 
on the horizontal axis. The vertcal axis is 
not labelled but runs in all cases from 0-1 
(see Pig: J.5)« Higher values reflect 
rounder particles. The line illustrates how 
roundness changes as particle size increases.
The sample itself can be identified from the 
code used on the righthand side of each 
diagram: St indicates standard sampling (Sm), 
there being no roundness values for grid 
collected data. G or N signifies the beach (Be). 
The next box down indicates the cross-section 
(Pr) number from which the samples were taken. 
That below indicates the sampling point (Po) 
from which the samples were taken. The last 
box indicates (where appropriate) what 
morphological position (Mo) the samples were 
taken from. For an explanation of 1. the 
abreviations used see section 6.8.1, 2. the 
types of line used see Fig: 6.24. 
N.B. Data from which these diagrams were 
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3 6 - axis SOcm
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FIGURES 6.25A-B TWO EXAMPLES OF HOW THE KOLMOROGOV-SMIRNOV TWO-SAMPLE TEST 
—————BS SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO POPULATIONS
















FIGURE 6.26 EXAMPLE OF A K-S TEST RESULT MATRIX 
FOR ALONG-BBACH SEDIMENT COMPARISONS







FIGURE 6.2? EXAMPLE OF A K-S TEST RESULT MATRIX 
FOR JOW-BEACH SEDIMENT COMPARISONS






C onB 6 on C
Discs (Blades)
FIGURES 6.28A-F SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE TENDENCY OF ONE 
PARTICLE SIZE PARAMETER TO REALISE SHAPES AT 
DIFFEHENT POINTS UNDER THE SIZE-FREQUENCY CURVE 
IN COMPARISON WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF SHAPES 
ASSOCIATED WITH ANOTHER SIZE PARAMETER
(See section 6.7.1 of text)
FIGURES 6.29AA-EF MEAM-SHAPE-FBEQUENCY CURVES
These have been constructed according to the 
procedure outlined in section 6.7.2 of the 
text. They are schematic diagrams which simply 
show the arrangement of mean shapes within the 
size mode and the tail of samples. No attempt 
has been made to represent the actual size- 
frequency curve. Figures 6.19AA-QB should be 
consulted for this information. Instead, 
particle size has been indicated at key places 
along the horizontal axes (such as the modal 
peak, the extremity of the tail, and at those 
points where there was a change in mean shape.
In an area under the size-frequency curve 
where one shape was completely dominant, the 
first letter of this shape has been printed 
in capitals. When two shapes were consecutively 
and equally realised, the first letters of 
these shapes has been printed in capitals, 
separated by a comma. When one or more shapes 
were dominant, but one or more other shapes 
were also occasionally realised, the first 
are printed in capitals, with the minority 
printed in lower-case inside brackets.
Each sample can be identified from the code 
used on the righthand side of the diagrams. 
St or Gr indicates standard or grid sampling 
(Sm). G or N signifies the beach (Be)«_ The 
next box down indicates the cross-section 
(Pr) number from which the samples were taken. 
That below indicates the sampling point (Po) 
from which the samples were taken. 
N.B. Data from which these diagrams were 
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FIGURES 6.30A-H ILLUSTRATING THE SELECTION OF SEDIMENT SAMPLES 
FROM EIGHT DIFFERENT MORPHOLOGICAL POSITIONS
The criteria upon which this selection took place 
is detailed in section 6.8.1 of the text. The 
diagrams contain the following information: 
Rows 1-8 indicate the cross-sections from which 
samples were taken. Where a sample has been 
selected the sampling position from which it 
was derived is indicated (Fig: 3.6), together 
with the profile configuration at that time 
(see Key to Table 5»2). Row 9 forms an apex 
for each column such that the point at which 
it touches the lower horizontal line of Row 9 
represents the time of sampling (month are 
shown at bottom of the diagram.
Row 10 shows significant wave height recorded 
in metres above still water level by HRS 
Wave Rider Buoy A (Figs: 2.13 and 2.14A-E). 
Row 11 indicates the occurrence of storm events 
as defined by the HRS Wave Climate Study (EX 
914) in which the wind speed threshold was set 
at 10 or more knots/sec. The sector between 
220 and 320 (true) represents winds from the 
west. Row 13 indicates similarly defined storm 
events caused by winds from the northeast. 
Row 12 shows the tidal regime in terms of the 
semi-diurnal high water level recorded in 
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FIGURES 6.31AA-FF WIND ROSES FOR THE STUDY PERIOD 8.11.77 TO 20.10.78
These wind roses were constructed for periods of time 
before and sifter sampling (see section 6.8.2 of the 
text). The 'spider's web 1 forming the centre of each 
rose was designed to ease visual interpretation. It 
acts partially as a compass. In addition, within each 
of the eight directional sectors the seven parallel 
lines correspond in width to columns making up the 
'telescopic 1 petals of each rose. Wind speeds represented 
in the diagrams increase in velocity as the widths of 
the columns increase. The narrowest column represents 
the percentage occurrence of mean hourly wind speeds 
between 1-6 knots/sec. (Beaufort Force 1-2). The second 
narrowest column represents mean hourly wind speeds 
between 7-10 knots/sec. (Force 3). Thereafter, each 
increase in width represents an increase of 1 force 
unit on the Beaufort Scale, until the widest column 
is reached which represents speeds ̂ > Force 8 (^- 34 
knots/sec.).
6.3>\Pi
FROM. 4.M HM ON t/l t/77 TO. «.O1 HKS ON FRO*. a.9B HW ON .2/H/77 TO* 18.9B MRS ON 1 7/1 1/77
6
a.m HRS cm «/ii/T7 TO. a.« t« ON aa/ia/7* a.OB H« ON 24/11/77 TO, 9.U« HRS ON Z5/1 1/77
FROM- a.aa Hfts OH */11/7? TQ, 9.u Hfts ON 11/11/77 FWM> a.aa HRS on 34/11/77 TO- is.w HRS ON 2/12/77
H
FROM, a.aa HRS ON 10^11/77 TO. a.aa HRS OH ivn/77 a.aa HRS ON vi'Zffl TO> a.aa HRS ON iviz/77
Qbfo
ROSES
a HM ON 14/12/77 TO, iz.aa HRS ON \i/\zrri
(HP
FK», a.M HRS on ia< i/7« TO, il.nt ms an i«/ i/7«
a.aa HAS on 33/12/77 TOI a.aa HRS an 2v 12/77 a.aa HRS cw zu i/7« TO= g.aa MRS on za/ i/7«
FHOHi a.aa HRS ON 27/12/77 TOi 12.tt HRS 3H \/ \S7t FROH> a.aa HRS on 2S/ 1/7* TO. 12 aa HR$ ON at/ 1/79
H
a.aa HM on ?/ i/?« TO. a.aa ms ON ia/ </?« FROM, «.aa MRS on f 2^< TO, a.aa MRS ON i
R.OSES &.31C
«.a> MRS at v ZS7* TO. tz.aa me on iv are a.aa MRS ON a/ 3^7* TO. ia,aa HRS ON i*/
6
FROH< a.aa HRS m zi/ 2/74 TO. a.aa MRS on zv 2/?« a.aa MRS on zz/ v?« TO. a.w ms ON SB/
a.aa MRS en rr/ &7« TO. it.aa HRS ON i/ FROM, a.aa HAS ON v v?« TO- ft w HRS ON 11/
H
a.00 HAS ON a/ 3/7« TO. 9.00 HRS ON IB/ 3C7C PRt*. 9.M HRS ON IV V7« TO' 12.08 MRS ON 13/ 4T7C
R.OSES
HKS on zo/ VT« TOI a.aa HRS ON ts/ v?« 8.HB MRS Of! I/ &-7i TOi 12.38 MRS OW 1 2/ V7«
B
HRS an zv V7* TO- a.aa HRS on zi/ v?« a.aa MRS on 2a/ s/7« TO. a.aa »ts on ss/
FROM< a.aa MRS on 2V 4/7* TO. 12. aa MRS on 29/ v?a FFOf*. a.oa HRS on zv s^f« TO. \z. m HR* ON jv v?e
nun. a.M HRS OH a/ s/?« TO, a.aa HPS on a/ PROW, a.aa HRS ON i/ a^« TO. a.a
ROSES
ON 7/ V7« TO. 9.M MRS ON
FROM, a.aa HRS en a/ ?/7< TO. a.ga ms on •&• T/?<
6
HKC on ?/ v?« TO- iz.aa HRS on n/ FROM, a.oa H«CS en i*/ ?/?« TOI a.aa MRS on ss/
c
FROH< a.aa HMS an ia/ «/?« TO, a.aa HRS ON as/
H
v.aa HRS ON zs/ 4/7* TO. 12.aa HRS ON z</ FTOH. a.«a MRS on ia/ «/T« TO. s.aa HRS on zi/
QTC







FIGURES 6.32A-H, 6.33A-H, 6.34A-H, 6.35A-H CONTOURED PLOTS
These have been constructed according to the 
procedures outlined in section 6.9.1 (for 
Gileston beach) and section 6.9.2 (for Nash 
beach). Plots are essentially plan views, 
the upper boundary lying near the ridge crest, 
and the lower boundary approximating the 
lower beach margin. Plots showing A, B and 
C-axis data display contours in several 
centimetre intervals, whereas MPS and DPI 
plots display contours in the dimensionless 
units associated with these parameters. 
Horizontal (along-beach) and vertical (down- 
beach) axes (drawn by the computer program) 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































M. a.ea HRS OK zv vr» TO, a.aa ma OH zv ana
roan* a.aa MRS cm IS/II/TO TO. a.ee HRS ON
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FROMi a.BB MRS ON IB/ O/TB TOi a.Qtt HRS ON 24/
e.ee MRS cm 13/12/79 TO: g.aa HRS ON i«/1
FROM, a.aa ms ON i/ 9^79 TOI 9.aa MRS ON a/tarra
c
FROHi a.Oa HRS ON 2/I2/7S TO. 9.38 HRS CN 1' I/SB
FROMi a.M HRS ON V\»/79 TO' 9.8B MRS CN FROM, a.aa HRS ON sa/ia/70 TO: a.ae HRS ON a/ i/«a
H
FIGURES 6.36A-H WIND ROSES FOR THE CONTOURED PLOTS (Pigs: 6.31-35) 
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FIGURE 7.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REYNOLDS (R) AND FROUDE (P) NUMBERS
Reproduced from SUNDJBORG, A. "The River Klaralvern" (1956) 
Pigj 1, page: 138, Geografiska Annaler, 38t 127-316
aea
FIGURE 7.2 THE FORCES ACTING ON AN EXPOSED BEACH PEBBLE
(See section 7.5.4 of text for an explanation 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURES 7.11A-T SELECTED EXAMPLES OF SWASH VELOCITY RESULTS
The lower third of each diagram shows the profile 
configuration before (solid line) and after ("broken 
line) the experiment. Vertical lines indicate the 
position of beach marker rods. The middle third 
shows the velocity data (in metres/sec) in terms 
of a vertical bar. The centre of the bar indicates 
the mean swash velocity of the sample, and its 
respective ends represent one standard deviation 
either side of the mean. Where two or more results 
are indicated, each mean position is joined by aline 
to give an impression of whether mean velocity 
increased or decreased between marker rods. The top 
third shows vertical blocks indicating the sample 
number. A sequence of 20 waves were monitored, not 
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FIGURES 7.12A-M MEAH VELOCITY VALUES DJ RELATION TO THE TIDE
These provide the actual mean swash velocity 
values for each experiment (sample numbers are 
inset and ringed). Vertical divisions on the 
righthand sides of these diagrams indicate 
marker rod positions in relation to the ridge 
base. As various marker rods collapsed during 
each experiment, their loss is indicated by 
their ommission from the figures between one 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURES 7.13A-0 SWASH VELOCITY SEDIMENT SAMPLE DATA
The lower third of each diagram shows the profile 
configuration before (solid) and after (broken) 
an experiment. Every effort was made to sample 
from the same area of beach before (solid vertical 
line) and after (dotted vertical line), so that 
samples could be usefully compared. The middle 
third shows the position of each sample's mean 
shape (asterisk - before, cross - after) on 
triangular Polk Diagrams (Section 3.2.2, Fig: 3.2).
The top third shows the mean particle size (C-axis) 
of each sample. The centre of each horizontal bar 
represents the mean value, and the bar ends indicate 
one standard deviation on either side. The lower 
bar represents the pre-experiment sample, and the 
higher bar represents the post-experiment sample. 
A Chi-square (non-parametric) statistical test was 
carried out on each pair of samples to identify 
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FIGURES 7.15A-B TEE DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN SWASH VELOCITY RESULTS 
ACROSS THE BEACH PROFILE DURING FIVE PHASES 
BEFORE HIGH TIDE
(The origin on the horizontal axes represents 
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W/Sec
lif. 14 19 2o 22 2.f
2 i*. fo 8 10 12 /*• It IS 20 22 2t
FIGURES 7.15A-E THE DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN SWASH VELOCITY RESULTS 
ACROSS THE BEACH PROFILE DURING FIVE PHASES 
BEFORE HIGH TIDE
(The origin on the horizontal axes represents 
the base of the ridge)















































































































































FIGURES 7.17A-C, 7.18A-B. 7.19A-E. 7.20A-D. 7.21A-G, 7.22A-D
Analogue records of six experiments using the swash 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1.2 Taken from Orford (1978), Table 1.1




















* Equated with Bluck 1 s view on sweeping up of all sediment and formation of 
initial gravel bar before Sker and Newton assemblages are derived.
Equated with the upper beach structure of the Llanrhystyd gravel dominant 
storm sequence but is foreshortened due to lack of outer cobble frame elements 
or covered by inter-tidal sand.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4.3 RESULTS OF STEPPED MULTI-REGRESSION ROTJTIHE
For each survey and each type of analysis the 
particle parameter (if any) which produced a 
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TABLE 5.1 LIST OF BEACHES, CROSS-SECTIONS AND TYPES OF EXPERIMENT 













































































































































































































































NB 30 20 32 8 90
CC
UB 9 27 20 10 66
CC
MB 45 21 5 3 74
CC
LB 0 7 3 6 16
CC
CB 10 13 6 8 37
LN
B 1 3 18 19 41
LU
B 0 15 7 13 35
LM
B 8 1 3 9 21
LL
B 1 1 1 8 11
LC
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TABLE 6.5 RESULTS OF DOWN-BEACH KOLMOROGOV-SMIRN07 TESTS
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TABLE 7.2 CORRELATION MATRIX USING WAVE 
























PLATE I Aerial view of Nash Point and beach (cross-section 4 marked).
PLATE 2. Aerial view of Gileston beach (cross-sections 1-4 marked).
400
PLATE 3<X Welsh Water Authority excavation of Gileston Beach.
PLATE 3b Showing the two grades of material,
4o\
PLATE 3c Section through the back beach.
PLATE 3di Showing the two grades of material.
PLATE 39 The seaward outfall,
403
PLATE 4 Specially geared Rustrak Event Recorder,
PLATE 5 The pebbleoraeter.
*«* ** *
PLATE 6 Tracers deposited on Gileston Beach.
405
PLATE 7 Tracers dispersed on Gileston Beach (10.3.78),
Relative Petition 
"f the Dump Point
of Along ,ind noun-P
PLATE 8 Calculation of sub-group centroids (section 4.3.2),
PLATE ^ Measuring material in Tracer/Host Tests.
g£f*^65^3* •'
PLATE IG Surveying on cross-section 1 at Gileston.
4-07
,. '•* v--v'-^V —•» •->>*: - v-£ r-j^
PLATE VI Surveying on cross-section 2 at Gileston.
''
PLATE 12 Surveying on cross-section 5 at Gileston.
408
PLATE 13 Surveying on cross-section 4 at Gileston.
PLATE 14 Surveying on cross-section 1 at Nash.
PLATE 15 Surveying on cross-section 2 at Nash.
PLATE Ifo Surveying on cross-section 3 at Nash.
PLATE 17 Surveying cross-section 4 at Nash.
PLATE \9 Bolting the Swash Transducer into position.
PLATE l^ Adjusting the position of the sensing head.
PLATE 30 The analogue chart recorder in operation.
PLATE 21 Wave breaks on swash transducer and depth guage.
PLATE 22 Mark II swash transducer on beach (9.5.81)
4*1
PLATE 2.3 Positioning the swash velocity recording rods,
PLATE 24 Positioning the swash velocity recording rods.
PLATE 15 Burying the concrete support legs,
PLATE 2fe Fixing the steel collars.
PLATE 27 Typical sediment size distribution on Nash beach.
PLATE US Typical sediment size distribution on Nash beach.
PLATE I6! Typical sediment size distribution on Nash beach.
PLATE 30 Typical sediment size distribution on Nash beach.
4»7
PLATE 3* The Mark II swash transducer fixed to base plate.
PLATE 37. The transmission cable strapped to hawser and anchor line.
PLATE 3^ Top of depth guage under 4 metre wave.
PLATE 2>4 Instrumentation after conditions shown above,
PLATE 35 Littoral and beach conditions on 27.2.81
PLATE ^fe Littoral and beach conditions on 27.2.81
PLATE 37 Littoral and beach conditions on 14.3.81
PLATE i$ Wave breaking on transducer - see text for details.
43 \
PLATE SI Littoral and beach conditions on 10.4.81
PLATE Q& The turbulent waters of a plunging wave.
4A2.
PLATE 4^ Wave plunges seawards of the transducer.
PLATE 42. Swash and backwash combine to form hydraulic jump wave.
PLATE 41 Transducer at 955 hrs located in pebble bank.
PLATE 44 Transducer exposed by ebbing tide on 9.5.81
PLATE 45" Base plate exposed prior to the experiment on 1.6.81
PLATE 4>fe Low energy conditions prevailed on 1.6.81
APPENDIX 4« 1 BASIC DATA FROM TBE FIRST 10 TRACSH SURVEYS 
1st column: Survey number (Table 4.1)
2nd column: Distance in metres along-beach 
from the injection point (see 
Plate 8)
3rd column: Distance in metres above (negative 
values) or below (positive values) 
the relative position of the 
injection point in the down-beach 
direction (see Plate 8)
4th column: Tracer A-axis (cm)
5th column: Tracer B-axis (cm)
6th column: Tracer C-axis (cm)
7th column: Tracer roundness on roundness chart 
(see Pig: 3.5)
8th column: Tracer Maximum Projection Sphericity 
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APPENDIX 5.1 BASIC PROFILE DATA OF THE 402 PROFILES
The first 8 blocks of data give the co-ordinates 
for profiles from the 8 'permanent' cross^-sections 
shown on Pigs: 5*7 and 5.8. The final two "blocks 
give the continuous monitoring (CM) profile 
co-ordinates from the 6 'temporary' cross-sections 
on each beach.
The first couple of lines of each data block should
be ignored. The first column of the co-ordinate
values represents elevation above O.D. in metres.
The second column represents the distance down-beach
from the ridge crest in metres. The last line of
each set of co-ordinates is a flag value for a
computer program and should be ignored. Each set
of profile co-ordinates from permanent cross-sections
is preceeded by the survey date, whereas those
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H 1 ri n
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7.347 2.3 7.490 2.4
6.311 3.7 6.970 4.0
6.666 5.2 7.031 6.2
6.037 7.6 6.204 8.3
a.753 13.4 6 . 113 10 . 9
4.235 16.3 4.947 14.7
3.281 23.2 3.536 2K1
3.140 26.7 3.381 22.2
.000 -1.0 3.iao 26.7 
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APPENDIX 6.1 EXAMPLE OP DATA USED IN SIZE/SHAPE ANALYSIS
This appendix uses data produced from sediment 
samples from the six standard sampling points 
(Pig: 3.6) down all four 'permanent 1 Gileston 
cross-sections.
Data blocks were computed as follows: A sediment 
sample was selected and one of the three principal 
particle axes was chosen to represent size. For 
the size range 0.0 to 99«9 (when the A-axis was 
used), or 0.0 to 49.9 (when the B or C-axes were 
used), those particles with the selected axis 
values which fell into consecutive 1cm class 
sizes (i.e. 0.0-0.9, 1.0-1.9, 2.0-2.9 etc.) were 
grouped and certain particle parameters calculated 
from them. Mean values of these parameters for 
each group were finally computed and used in 
the construction of size/shape graphs (see section 
6.2.3 of the text)
Column 1: These give the median size values of 
the selected size parameter in each 
1cm size class
Column 2: These give the mean Maximum Projection 
Sphericity values for the groups of 
particles falling into each size class
Column 3: These give the mean Oblate-Prolate
Index values for the groups of particles 
falling into each size class
Column 4s These give the whole number of blades 
found in each group of particles
Column 5: These give the whole number of discs 
found in each group of particles
Column 6: These give the whole number of rods 
found in each group of particles
Column 1'. These give the whole number of spheres 
found in each group of particles
Column 8: These give the whole number of particles 
falling into each size class
Column 9'. These give the mean size of the larger
<9f the two unselected principal particle 
axes for each group of particles
Column 10: These give the mean size of the smaller 
of the two unselected principal particle 
axes for each group of particles
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APPENDIX 6.2 EXAMPLE OF DATA USED IN SIZE-SHAPE-FEEQUSNCY ANALYSIS
Using the data contained in columns 1, 9 and 10 of data 
"blocks from Appendix 6.1, this appendix shows how the 
data used in the construction of size-shape-frequency 
curves was computed (see section 6.7.2 of the text).
The figure at the top of each data block indicates the 
samples size. Other information is arranged as follows:
Column 1: This letter represents the principal particle 
size parameter chosen to represent size in 
the analysis (i.e. A, B or C)
Column 2: This gives the whole number of particles 
falling into each size class (see column 
8 of Appendix 6.1)
Column 3: This gives the mean value of the A-axis 
for each particle group
Column 4: This gives the mean value of the B-axis 
for each particle group
Column 5: This gives the mean value of the C-axis 
for each particle group
Column 6: This gives the B/A ratio using the values 
from columns 3 and 4
Column 7 ' This gives the C/B ratio using the values 
from columns 4 and 5
Column 8: This gives the first letter of the Zingg 
shape represented by the A, B and C-axis 
values contained in columns 3» 4 and 5« 
This has been calculated by plotting the 
ratio values contained in columns 6 and 7 
on a Zingg Diagram (see Fig: %1)
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APPENDIX 7.1 PRE AND POST-SWASH ZONE EXPERIMENT 
SEDIMENT SAMPLE AND PROFILE DATA
This data was used to construct Figures 
7.13A-0. Folk-1 and Folk-2 values are 
given according to the equations shown 
on Fig: 3.2, whereas C-axis and C-axis 
Standard Deviation values are given in 
centimetres. Profile data is set out in 
a similar format to that used in Appendix 
5.1 with the upper set of co-ordinates 
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